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1. Introduction
. S. R. Ranganathan,
who passed away in September 1972, had time enough to
sense the early achievements of automated IR processes, which were based
on rather simple computer operations with one-to-one correspondence
between stored bibliographic data items and queries formulated as single words
and lacking the possibility to express the multidimensional
growth oí various

li

tr.

subjects.
Exactly because he was a great philosopher and having already extended
the horizons in Library and Inforrnation Science more than once, his ideas oí
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categorisation
naturally reach beyond an argumentation
alone for the actual
practice in cJassification at that time. They develop into our time and future
of computer technology, embedded in hypertext, knowledge-based
systems,
and neural nets - but in addition, evidently encompassing
ancient storage
media and information technologies like cJay-tablets, parchment or paper as
well as handcopying and printing.
To transcend the media, avoiding their various limitations and pitfalls,
moving into an abstract landscape of knowledge evolving through time,
requires a particular mind. Ranganathan
possessed that kind of mind - had
this ability.
Albeit, some of the senior colleagues and most of his contemporaries,
did
not completely understand or agree with the logic and soundness of Ranganathan's thoughts and theories.
However, observing the emerging use of modern information technology
in processing bibliographic
data, he understood
the potentialities
of deep
classification in relation to the powerful capabilities of computers in creating
multiple access points and dynamic search procedures for identifying microscopic units of thought embodied in different pieces oí information, potential
to users. He stated that "Electronic
engineering
has begun to throw a
challenge to the theory of classification'".
The emergence of the new technology gave intellectual stimulation to him
for sharpening the theory of cJassification in depth on the idea level as well as
on the notationallevel.
Commenting on the Doc-Finder, one of those days'
electronic aids for document retrieval, he argued:
" ... it is not going to enable the cJassificationist or the cJassifier to rest on
his oars. On the other hand , it will make him work even more than ever
before. This should be realized by the library profession and particularly by
its specialised branch, called the professional documentalists'".
It is interesting to note, however, that the library world has shown only
limited interest for the further developm~ynts of his dynamic theory of classification.
First this paper examines Ranganathan's
methology and its relevance to
intellectual accessibility in libraries. This is followed by a discussion of present
and future developments of Ranganathan's
methodology and categorial ideas
in knowledge-based
retrieval. Four areas of interest will be touched upon:
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serni-automatic
classification and thesaurus structures;
request model building in IR interaction;
semantic value theory and uncertainty principies in IR; and
- case- frame methodology.
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This selection of areas does not
anathan's contributions
neither
other disciplines concerned with
tion transfer. The intention is to
thoughts in relation to advanced

pretend to be exhaustive in terms of Rangto information
science and IR itself nor to
communication
of knowledge and informademonstrate the validity and adequacy of his
IR solutions, based on theories of linguistics

and communication.
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2. A new dimension
His arguments for the re-examination
of traditional practice of library classification and for the introduction
of a New Foundation
are based on the
recognition of the universe of current knowledge as a dynamic continuum: "It
is evergrowing; new branches may stem from any of its infinity of points at
any time; they are unknowable at present. They can not therefore be enumerated here and now; they cannot be anticipated;
their filiation can be
determined only after they appear'". He wanted to open up a new dimension
in library classification so that it could stand a higher pressure from the field
of knowledge than those classification systems virtually adopting enumerative schemes, having a rigid finality and still resting on arbitrary numbering
at bottom.
Derek de Solla Price, another distinguished personality of our field, has
expressed his critic against the static character of traditional classification
systems in the following short but concise formulation:
"Last year's index is

no good for this year's science'",
The ignorance of Ranganáthan's
suggestions in the library world and the
hammering critique against the "practicability"
of his theories, are due to the
fact that the majority of classificationists do not feel the need for basing their
work on a dynamic theory. Libraries confine their services to the feeding of
readers only with the macro subjects embodied in books and have shown but
scarce interest, also to reveal the micro-level units of thoughts in their
collections.
However, the pressure on today's library services
old toci and formation of new ones. Classificatory
tuned to these problems and more powerful devices
ered. To have the capability of isolating and securing
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thought-units,
throwing them into a helpful sequence, is requiring far more
subtle principies of knowledge representation
than the conventional classification practices are resting on.
Ranganathan's
struggle to arrive at fundamental
principies for splitting
specific subjects into various resultant constituents - facets - and then to
synthesize them into subjects sought for with the help of notation, was quite
in line of research at his time. His search for a "universal" model to organize
and classify information that appears in recorded form, has in our discipline
represented
a passing from macro are as to micro units in discovering the
contents and the corpus of subject domains. His théory and the application of
scientific principies in analysing and synthesising a specific subject and to
individualise it out of millions, can be seen as a phenomenon similar to those
research interests that have guided other scientific areas too. For example in
Physics, where the ato m was split and the Bohr-Rutherford
Model of the
constituents of the atom served as theoretical basis for the explanation of its
praperties;
and in Biology, where RNA and DNA were observed in cells,
and research got a step closer to the understanding
of the micro world of
genetics.
. The fact, that the classification schemes and ordering systems in libraries
always reflect the manner in which people think in a certain period, has got a
fascinating illustration in the famous book by the Italian semiologist Umberto Eco: "Il nome della rosa" frorn 1980. The atmosphere in the library of a
medieval monastery,
the rituals, secrecy, and the traditions of the place,
together with the physical shape of the library as a labyrinth, combined with a
merely undecipherable
notation, are all strong expressions of the Medieval
Age's attitude against accessing new knowledge.
Ranganathan
represents a milestone in the development
of intellectual
processes involved in the organisation and classification of recorded knowledge. His appraach of analysis and synthesis in classification will always be
valid, beca use his application of this scientific principie is not likely to change
or appear obsolete at any point of tirri{
It is certain that Ranganathan
knew the limitation of his contribution to the
future, both in classification in general and, in particular, in relation to the
Colon Classification. Thus it should be noticed, that details in his classification system may meet obsolescence but not its underlying principIes!

3. Physical,

bibliographic

and intellectual accessibility

Subject bibliographies
and catalogues are, traditionally,
our intellectual
channels to the recorded knowledge of mankind. Therefore, it is interesting
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overview of the róle of bibliography

and c1assifica-

tion schemes as instruments of communicating
knowledge.
Among cataloguers there have always been two main viewpoints do minating the theoretical
discussions in bibliographic
research: The macrocosmic view, relating to the groups of researchers who were urging a broader
perspective to the philosophy of bibliography than was traditionally
conceived among librarians. They understand bibliography as an instrument of
the communication
process throughout society and they state that the main
purpose of bibliographic work is to maximise the social utility of document
records for the benefit of mankind. The two eager spokesmen of this view
were Jesse Shera and Margaret Egan. Already in 1952 in the "Foundation of
a Theory of Bibliography"4 they take the premise that information science is
concerned with the transfer of desired information from human generator to
human user. They understood the róle of bibliography as an instrument of
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and dissemination of knowledge.
The microcosmic view is represented
by people for whom bibliographic
work meant "an uncritical listing of all books and materials within the
coverage of the given hibliography"? and consequently, "it has nothing what-

ment:

althoi
locati
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ever to do with the subject or literary content of the book'".
A new consciousness about the breadth of the problem of accessibility is
reflected by the fact that nowadays several prominent scholars attest that
c1assification and indexing are regarded as identical with the organization of
knowledge and, consequently,
they can be considered a subfield of the
science of science".
If we take the ultimate goal for library activities to collect and organize
knowledge rather than documents, Karl Popper's"world
of objective knowledge'" offers a suitable theoretical foundation for discussions of the theory
and practice

of indexing

a,9d c1assification.
In Popper's ontologica[ scheme World 1 represents the physical objects;
World 2 is the mental world covering subjective human knowledge or mental
states; World 3 stands for the objective knowledge, which is the product of
the human mind and is recorded in all the artefacts man has stored and
scattered around on earth. It is the world of ideas, art, science, language,
ethics, institutions - the whole cultural heritage, in short - encoded and
preserved in such World 1 objects as brains, books, buildings, machines,
films, computers, pictures, records, etc.
Although the three worlds are interacting with each other in various forms,
World 3 represents an autonomous and independent world where knowledge
is no longer subjective, belonging to the knowing subject who created it, but
is existing objectively in recorded form and potentially accessible for subjective use to all who want to share it.
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With reference to Popper's three worlds, and to the awkward and delicate
problem of gaining "objective knowledge" from written works, a book represents not just a physical entity (in World 1), but it is a composite, polydimensional intellectual product (in World 3) which can hardly be put into a
limited physical mono-dimensional
system occupying only one linear position.
As Manfred Kochen states, "the modern book has a dual nature'".
It is, on the one hand, a physical object such as a scroll, a bound copy, or a
microfilm strip. It is, on the other hand, an abstract, mathematical
object
which is invariant under transcription from one form of physical recording to
any other. In this sense, a book is analogous to the mathematical object we
call a line, most often hairpin bended and crossing but with a zero width, and
of which pencil marks on paper suggest, through a reader's eyes, what the
communicator
intends.
The burden is on the reader to ascertain a subjective value of each curve
and crossing point. Classification means to provide adequate access to potential pieces of information which may become of use, that is, give meaning and
mental activity. In such a system "whales" might be grouped with "fish",
although this relation is "false" from a generic stand, but "true" from a }
locational view.
The traditional library may thus be concerned primarily with the collection, preservation,
physical organization and use of books as physical objects
and they share with museums and monuments
the duty of our cultural
heritage. But the rapid changes in literature and in the demand for library
services, accompanied by the equalIy rapid changes in technology, constitute
an outside pressure on libraries. A new institutional form, which we might
call the modern library, is emerging and is primarily concerned with the
content, abstracted from any physical formo This institution is of central
interest to further developments of classification theories and to the improvement of bibliographic work in today's Iibraries.
To master the complex problem of access to recorded knowledge in the
form of potential information requires of the olassificationists a deep understanding of the nature of knowledge itself and an appreciation of its róle in
society. The latter implies a common and dynamic code applied between
knowledge providers, mediators and users,
Ranganathan's
methodology can be seen as a solid investment in such a
codeo
To assist in the understanding
of the need for several types of representations and types of access in the concept of "modern Iibrary", WormelI
has suggested the introduction
of the tripartite conception of accessibility,
such as physical, bibliographic and intellectual'". Her assumption is that
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access to library record s is not synonymous with access to the contents of
document
items represented
by the bibliographic
records; one can gain
bibliographic access to records without necessarily gaining intellectual access
to the information contained in the document items. According to the conception, the aim of the traditional classification schemes in libraries is to
provide physical access to .their collection, that is, to place books in a
sequence which enables the user to find, in a certain linear place, books
treating the same subject. Therefore,
traditional classification schemes are
best regarded as having a function designed to physically bring together
material likely to be required at the same time. The limitations of existing
classification schemes as retrieval devices, arise from the fact that these
systems are based upon the book as a physical entit .
This gives rise to the question: is it on the whole possible to produce
classification schernes for the discovery and presentation
of potential information on the contents of documents, i.e. to provide intellectual access?
The answ
is affirmative if we allow generated knowledge entities to be
structured in such a way that they can interconnect and intermingle across
their physical carriers in time and space. This implies to accept several
classifications for one physical entity. Two basic problems exist. First, the
amount and nature of the intellectual
efforts required to produce such
structures. Secondly, the degree to which the concept of "meaning" should
be involved in the classification process.
In the following some of the recent developments will be highlighted, and
especially the techniques, experiences, and ideas arising from them which are
likely to effect a fundamental change in the notion of subject representation
and bibliographic control. All of them have a shared basis in Ranganathan's
theories on the use of faceted frames for the analysis and synthesis of data
representing the real world elements and relationships between them.

4. Conceptual models related to faceted methodology
Two mainstream
gorisation

approaches

of recorded

can be observed

associated

with faceted

cate-

knowledge:

1. the library and information

science (LIS) approach;

2. the linguistic approach.
The first approach is on the one hand concerned with attempts to automate
classification of document contents, and on the other hand suggesting the
application of faceted techniques to request modelling in knowledge-based
retrieval,

section 4.1 and 4.2 below.
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The second relationship to faceted analysis and synthesis is found in text
analysis based on linguistic rules. This approach has very recently been
applied to the development
of new IR techniques, section 4.3.

4.1 Knowledge classification and thesaural structures
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The LIS research into knowledge classification reaches far back in history, as
pointed out by Vickery!' among others. The faceted dimensionality of document contents enters with Ranganathan
in the forties and fifties with the
PMEST structure" and has indirect influence on the idea behindDoyle's
"semantic road-rnaps" in 196112 and direct effects on the theories applied by
the Classification Research Group, UK, leading to domain specific schemes
e.g. in natural science!' and more universal in the Broad System of Ordering". The notion of structure is essential, since it implies both a specific
notation consisting of meaningful facets, also viewed as "roles" or "cases",
and concepts related to the various facets/róles/cases.
To a reader, the faceted
structure forms a context, providing a better understanding of subject matter
than enumerative
systems do. Because we are dealing with classification, a
specific sequence of facets must be kept, e.g. decreasing complexity or
decreasing concreteness,
in order to form the structured string of concepts
making out the final classification of each document entity.
However, in our opinion the most interesting feature in faceted theory is
not concerned with the sequence of facets, but the facets themse1ves. With a
fa?eted structure at hand, it is possible to move across the various document
entities either by means of a concept chained to a specific íacet/róle/case,
by
combination of several concepts and their specific facets - implying a particular conceptual relation - or by. means of concepts alone. The structured
string of concepts constitutes a context which may be regarded as representing the various aspects of the contents of a document entity. By making
each concept in the string searchable we are in close range of actually
indexing the document in a structured way.
In attempting to automate this type of classification certain problems arise.
AIthough it is possible to analyse a document in a way similar to linguistic
text analysis, whereby the end product of the process consists of several
faceted strings of concepts, a complex set of rules and a well structured
vocabularyis
needed to synthesise, for example in the form of generalisation
or compression.
Without profound success Sparck-Jones'"
tested several
methods in the beginning of the seventies. Very recen ti Y, classification expert
systems based 011 facet theory are under development,
but have not overcome the problem of synthesis. This issue is attempted to be solved in a
semi-automatic way, simply by letting the classification expert system suggest
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potential faceted concepts in the context to be validated, modified or rejected by ahuman classifier":
One of the reasons for the success of (human) faceted classification in the
natural science and technology disciplines is the situational nature of these
fields. A document on, say, "hunting rifles" has a high probability of also
containing potential information on aspects like "wild life" and/or "hunting"
or "rifle manufacturing".
As originally suggested by Ingwersen" and further
developed based on psychological studies'", one may classify knowledge of
the world in the human memory into "categorial" and "situational" relationships. The categorial relations encompass, for instance, generic, property,
part-whole
and synonymous
relationships.
Situational classification
deals
basicalIy with activity or processes (events), mainly guided by concepts
representing "action", i.e. verbs. The correspondence
between 'human memory classification in general and the resulting generated knowledge in documents, very often in the form of events and processes, emphasizes the
adeguacy of applying faceted techniques as a means of representation.
The two types of categorisation seem interconnected
in the human mind in
Long Term Memory, forming part of both semantic and episodic memory".
If we regard a thesaurus as a representation
in recorded form of relationships
between concepts in a domain, i.e. its semantics, we may easily observe the
categorial relations (broader, narrower, etc.). Further, a close examination
of the so-calIed "related terrns" will easily reveal that these terms basically
consist of concepts in situational relationships
to the leading termo AIso
observable are the various facets/róles/cases
introduced by Ranganathan,
see
Figure 1.
However,

one must have in mind that a thesaurus
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any document contents. It is either a tool for assigning keywords during
indexing, i.e. to discriminate between various documents in contrast to
classification, or it serves as a feedback device during searching in the form of
a semantic representation
of term relationsin
a domain.
The structure,
Figure 1, is based on the surface grammar structure in
Sanskrit'? and also influenced by Ranganathan,
combined with traditional
categorial classes. For each facet/róle/case
in the situational classification,
e.g. Action, Agent, Object, etc., categorial relations may exist, e.g. "gamered deer-stag". The "Prelirninary object" signifies the so urce in the action,
e.g. "bricks" in case of "house construction",
where "house" is Object and
"construction"
Action. "Secondary object" implies reason/goal for the activity, e.g. "hunger" or "entertainment".
In Sanskrit, each of the situational
roles would carry a significant suffix. In the figure, the PMEST facets are
associated to the analogue róles or cases with the Agent and Instrument roles
as Action qualifiers in a faceted scheme. The reason for placing Action as
root in the model originates from linguistic traditions, foremost expressed by
Fillmore23.
Hence, we may look at the model, Figure 1, as a thesaural structure of
term relationships - a semantic map in three dimensions. Two dimensions are
shown explicitly on the figure. A third dimension is constituted by topical
connections to other situational strings of concepts containing some but not
all of the same terms and perhaps, but not necessarily, in identical roles. For
instance, all the terms in another string might be identical except "poacher",
substituted
by "hunter"
(agent) and "hunger",
substituted by "sport" or
"entertainment"
(secondary object). The two resulting strings of structured
concepts would consequently signify two slightly different topics.
However, one might also regard the model solely as a faceted structure
meant to classify document contents. Two documents, exemplified by the two
above mentioned connected strings of concepts, would then be rather closely
related, i.e. "near" in document spáce: one document on "poaching", the
other on "sport hunting". A third document, say on "rifle manufacturing
in
1991", would be more loosely connected since "rifles" would change into the
Object róle (Personality facet) and most of the other roles' concepts in the
context would be completely different. The only link might actually be the
concept "rifles" itself, in addition to "1991" in the Time facet.
From the examples shown the problems of generalisation
in automated
faceted classification
become evident. Without a thesaurus of categorial
relationships there is limited possibility for relating "poaching" to "hunting"
(or "poacher" to "hunter"),
the former as a special instance of the latter.
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4.2 Faeets as instruments

in request modelling

By relaxing the principIe of "helpful sequence" and insteacl concentrating
only on the facets or roles themselves, lngwersen has suggested to apply the
facets to structure moclelling of requests for information in IR. Either by an
information specialist or librarian during search interviewing, to which the
moclel Figure 1 originally was intcnded", or by a knowledge-based
interrncdiary mechanism'".
It rnust be stressed that we are 1101 ialking about classijying user requests.
1n contrast , the suggestion is to make deliberate use of the faceted (or case)
structure when posing questions to the user about his problern area ancl/or
substance of the inforrnation need. In particular, when a knowledgeable
user
at the initiation of the interaction with the systern forrnulates bis request in
the Iorrn of a labef2°' 17, tbat is, one or two terrns or concepts only, the systern
(or librarian) may atternpt to extract other relevant concepts frorn that user
by having the faceted structure in mind.
Basically three methods cxist for this extraction. The two first methods
belong to the so-called "intelligent" approach to knowledge-basecl
retrieval.
The third one adheres to the class of supportive retrieval systerns".
1. The interrnediary
contains a faceted or similar structured knowledgebase or thesaurus whicb is displayed as feedback, centered arouncl the
concepts given by thc user. The user may pick or modify concepts. 1nstead of
clisplaying conceptual structures, the intermediary may pose questions as to
tbe relevant faceted relations. logically leacling from a recognized concept.
This latter method has actually been applied in the Plexus Project which is
basecl on a dornain clependent BSO-structured
conceptual map";
2. The intermediary
does not possess sucb a thesaurus or not even a
morpho-syntactic
dictionary, or the terrns are not recognised. It may hence
pose questions about the topic, structured according to the particular doma in
(s) covered by the system. For instance, the user initially chooses the "hunting" domain; by dornain -and task analysis macle prior to its clesign the
intermediary
rnechanism
knows that sorne cledicated structure consisting of
"actiori", "objcct". "instrument/tool",
"agent", and "location" conceivably
may exisl. However, the intermediary
is ignorant of the actual concepts
carried by these facets. Depending on the physical lay-out, the interface may
provide a Iacet or case frame explainecl properly, to be Iilled by the user with
concepts constituting the request. In Boolean logic this method allows the
interface lo OR "agent" and "action" concepts ancl ANDing other róle
concepts. Another way is to allow the user first to state his request in natural
language. By surface text analysis, i.e. simple use of prepositions, the mechanism itself atternpts to place the concepts in appropriate facets or cases. For
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example, the user enters "poaching in Wales". The mechanism may ascertain
"Wales" as "location", but does not know whether "poaching" belongs to the
"action" or, say, "instrument"
roles. This might be verified and further
questions asked to extract other faceted concept. Obviously, the faceted
questioning is sol el y applied in order to make the interaction move on. The
facets themselves are not used for retrieval purpose, since (or if) the related
information source does not possess such structures. It must be noted that
Tome Searcher makes use of natural language input in the described way.
The difference lies in the way Tome asks questions in case of non-recognition
oí the concepts entered. It asks categorial questions, such as instance of or
property related questions - not situational or faceted ones .
3. The intermediary
mechanism is designed on top of a facet structured
information source - the database(s) underlying it. Mark Pejtersen's Bookhouse systern" makes use of facets which are generated from a vast cognitive
task analysis of the actual domain: fiction literature. Furthermore,
the Bookhouse facets are influenced by Ranganathan's
theories, but the facets are
self-contained in a multidimensional
way. In the Bookhouse the contents of
each novel is represented
by "personality"
and "matter" (what the story is
about), "energy" (the plot), "space" (where does the story take place), etc.
in addition to other domain dependent facets or roles, such as "secondary
object" (author's intent). Because of the intensive domain and task modelling which took place prior to design, the system.is "user driven". By means
of icons and symbolic metaphors
the user himself finds his way into a
"strategy selection room" where one of the strategies to choose exactly
makes use of these rnulti-dimensional
representations.
Then , the user finds
himself in a new "space" or room with images representing the dimensions.
So, for example, "time" is naturally a cJock, "location" is a globe, etc. In this
system it is the users who pick, browse and taste the contents of facets, they
themselves normally would use to describe fiction. The Bookhouse is not
"intelligent" - but intelligently designed as a supportive IR system.

4.3 Linguistic

text analysis

One may al so view the model, Figure 1, as an instrument for text analysis. It
is remarkable to observe the similarity between Ranganathan's
or Vickery's
faceted schemes, and Fillrnore's linguistically based case grarnmar" or Lindsay and Norman's LSD scherne". Obviously, sorne similarity ought to exist
since facet: theory and cJassification in the LIS approach also is concerned
with generated knowledge contents in documents, mainly consisting of text.
By dealing with cases/róles, more or less identical to facets, linguistic text
analysis might indeed be applied in the analysis phase. However, a difference
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exists between a linguistic approach to sentences as entity and the LIS
c1assification approach to much larger text entities: the demand for synthesis
and generalisation
is already outlined above.
Instead, linguistic text analysis, for instance on syntactic level forming case
structures in a context, ought to be applicable for the purpose of indexing.
This has been attempted several times, e.g. in the Precis system and by
Spang-Hanssen".
This seems attractive, also because user requests in natural
language can be analysed, and text structures in the system be matched with
user requests. However, again a basic difference exists between text linguistics and information retrieval. In text linguistics one would prefer to understand the meaning of a given text, e.g. for translation purposes. In IR the aim
is to provide relevant information to a user. The question is: do we have to
understand the meaning of the user's request and the meanings embedded in
documents?

I

i

c.
I

lnterestingly
enough, the answer is negative. In IR information
goes
beyond meaning. van Rijsbergen has very recently demonstrated
the issue.",
p. 34-35:
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know. Sirnply retrieving rneanings is not enough; these meanings
hence this form of retrieval is inherently uncertain.
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a logic is a tool

instead we seek a model that
something

she did not already

must carry information,

Our interpretation
of van Rijsbergen's
model makes it possible to see a
document as a kernel of sentences, all true of it, with a space around it
consisting of explicit and implicit "semantic values'' representing the potential
inforrnation in the document'". The "explicit" values are those which directly
refer to meanings of sentences true of the document - as in the example
"time flies like an arrow". By means of syntactic (or faceted) analysis we
would encounter 4-5 explicit sernantic values. The "implicit" sernantic values
are those that are not present in the text, but could be, from a logical (e.g.
faceted) point of view. For each "explicit" set of values there will consequently exist sets of "irnplicit" values. It seerns reasonable to assume that van
Rijsbergen basically is interested in the "implicit semantic values".
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This idea of "implicit" semantic values can be seen to underly the assumption proposed earlier in this paper about structured questioning by intermediaries and the use of situational classification in human memory. The example
used was within the hunting domain where the text (in the user request)
represented
by the sentence "poaching in Wales", in addition holds the
implicit potentiality of being about "game in Wales" - and consequently also
potentially being about "red deer" and "stags in Wales" - without actually
containing these terms, roles or sentences.
Obviously, the opposite case also exists, namely that a sentence in a
document contains "stags in Wales" and therefore potentially can be about
"poaching in Wales". van Rijsbergen suggests to apply the logical uncertainty
principie as a means to retrieval. It becomes then a question of "nearness" in
the document space whether the text on "stags in Wales" (or "red deer" or
"game") is found or not - starting with "poaching in Wales". This is the Dark
Matter Problem in information retrieval which in addition includes what the
searchers might "read into" texts or pictures, that is, information.
The problem to face is to produce sufficient context to retrieve e.g. "stags
in Wales". This can be done through IR interaction, for instance by structured request model building, combined with the logical uncertainty principie
- to a certain degree. Then the user must take over.
In a slightly different direction Smeaton et al", under the umbrella of the
Esprit 11 project SIMPR, apply morpho-syntactic
analysis to produce the
so-called TSAs (Tree Structured
Analytics) from document texts or user
requests. The TSAs are deliberately made uncertain in a semantic sense, and
may thus represent possible (explicit) semantic values for each sentence
analysed. The difference between van Rijsbergen's
theory and Smeaton's
TSA analysis is that the former makes use of syntactic analysis to produce
terms or concepts related to roles, cases of facets. "Nearness" may consequently be measured in terms of either concepts or corresponding
roles, as
well as conceivably missing roles, or ,all together. Hence, implicit semantic
values are retrievable. Smeaton does'not make use of all possibilities related
to syntactic analysis, that is, the cases. He is satisfied with whether terms may
be nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc. Consequently,
hidden semantic values may
not be easily retrieved. The difference may be illustrated by the sentence
"the letter arrived yesterday" in which the grarnmatical subject (the no un
"Ietter") is not equivalent to the conceptual "agent", containing the implicit
value "person(s)",
who wrote the letter. The TSAs will not reveal the
potentiality of this implicit semantic value.
It is the authors' opinion tbat both methods of representation
are applicable to the plausible inference networking technique, proposed by Turtle and
Crofr", and presently undergoing testing. This technique may best work
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simultaneously
on severa! types of representations
for the same document
and severa! user request versions for the same problem or need.
Again, this technique catls for request model building through IR interac-

!

!

tion.
Finatly, the authors wish to point to a domain in which Ranganathan's
ideas, as wett as related theories, seem to be of profound use: software reuse.
The GTE Laboratories
and Contel, USA, makes deliberate use of Ranganathan's theories, comprising six user-derived facets, in order to structure
the company's prototype software information systerrr".
The process of facet analysis was guided by interviewing potentia! users of
the c1assification system, i.e. software developers, who also supplied the test
terms in the facets. Hence, the resulting faceted classification scheme dernonstrates what Mitls introduced as the "importance to the user criterion" for
establishment of a helpful sequence, replacing the "concreteness"
principle ".
This utility approach resulted in a sequence with the "function" facet (=Energy) as root facet. The other user-derived facets are: Component Object;
Medium; System Type; Functional Area; Setting. The latter three facets are
system or application-oriented
facets, whereas the former two facets cover
technical aspects of the software component.
In addition, the scheme is
supplemented
with five reusability attributes for the purpose of evaluating
the effort of component integration,
e.g. according to size, programming
language and user experience leve!.
In an interesting
review of IR functionality
applied to software reuse
Albrechtsen
points to another related method used in this area, the casebased approach".
The British Eclipse project" makes use of case-frames
based on the idea of conceptual dependency, originatly put forward by Shank
in 197233. Their categories for software consist of: Conceptual Actions, i.e.
fundamental
functions the component covers, e.g. sorting; Nominals, i.e.
objects that are manipulated or produced, e.g. lists; Modifiers, i.e. descriptors of actions or objects, e.g;.,quick (in sorting).
Albrechtsen
points to the fact that the Eclipse Project al so refers to the
GTE Lab. Project, implying a conceivable analogy between the two different
software reuse c1assification systems and Ranganathan's
fundamental
categories - see Figure 2.
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Albrechtsen
is fully aware that this mapping of similarity between
schemes, Figure 2, is rather crude and that overlaps may occur between
fundamental categories in practical classification situations.
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Concluding remarks
It is the authors' opinion that Ranganathan's
principIes for knowledge classification are valid to pursue further. In particular, the discussion demonstrates
the suitability of the faceted categorisation,
not only for textual documents
but also with other forms of carriers of information.
Faceted categorisation
may provide multi-dimensional
and hence structured entry points to document contents, and thus give intellectual access to generated and stored
knowledge.
Although the faceted methodology seems adequate, certain drawbacks are
envisaged, especially associated with Ranganathan's
criterion of helpful sequence and in relation to synthesis and generalisation issues in classification.
Nonethless, without doubt, his principIes, and in particular his and related
facet schemes, will be applied to:~peural network techniques in the near
future. The reason being that this technology attracts pattern recognition
problems, and faceted classification demonstrates
exactly such problems aIthough of very high complexity.
More promising scenarios for application of his principies at present and in
future are within the knowledge representation
and information retrieval
areas. The reason is the structural approach in his principIes. This fundamental approach makes it possible to apply his and related methodologies for
structured categorisation
in knowledge-based
IR interaction, for instance as
a platform for structured questioning of users.
The paper emphasizes the close relationship between Ranganathan's
principIes and case grammar and case-frame theory and application, for example
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developments,

contextual

17.

IR theory build-

ing, and software reuse systems.
The authors have not questioned the universality of Ranganathan's
fundamental facets, but prefer to view them as eventual starting points in cognitive
modelling and work analyses of particular domains, prior to the design of
systems. As such they become relative to specific domains. An interesting
result of such analyses may be to compare text-derived
facets and facet
priorities with user-related facets and preferred sequences, in order to reach
a consensus for retrieval purposes.
We are confident that this and the other issues associated
ced by Ranganathan's
ideas discussed in this presentation,

with and influenwill appeal to his

dynamic way of thinking.
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